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Abstract
Introduction Exit block, which is difficult to strictly confirm and cannot be adopted for adenosine triphosphate (ATP) injections
to provoke dormancy, is an essential concept of atrial fibrillation (AF) ablation. We investigated exit conduction using high
frequency stimulation (HFS) and evaluated whether dormant “exit” conduction of the pulmonary veins (PVs) and left atrial
posterior wall (LAPW) would remain in patients in which an encircling isolation of all PVs and LAPW isolation (Box PVI)
were performed. Methods We enrolled 345 consecutive patients with various severities of AF undergoing a Box PVI and defined
the procedure endpoint as complete bidirectional block with no dormant “entrance and exit” conduction of all PVs and the
LAPW using HFS and ATP. Results Dormant “exit” conduction of the PVs with HFS delivered at the PV carina following an
ATP injection remained in 0.9% after additional applications, and that for the LAPW was provoked in 5.5%, which remained
in 1.4%. Our definition of a complete bidirectional Box PVI was satisfied in 79.7% and showed the best clinical outcome. In
the non-paroxysmal AF group, there were significant differences in the recurrence rates between the groups with and without
a complete LAPW isolation, however, the clinical outcome was independent of a complete LAPW isolation in the paroxysmal
AF group. Conclusion HFS delivered at the PV carina and LAPW following a Box PVI could clearly elucidate true exit block,
and a concomitant ATP injection could define dormant “exit” conduction, suggesting incomplete lesions that had been missed.
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<Abstract>
Introduction
Exit block, which is difficult to strictly confirm and cannot be adopted for adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
injections to provoke dormancy, is an essential concept of atrial fibrillation (AF) ablation. We investigated
exit conduction using high frequency stimulation (HFS) and evaluated whether dormant ”exit” conduction
of the pulmonary veins (PVs) and left atrial posterior wall (LAPW) would remain in patients in which an
encircling isolation of all PVs and LAPW isolation (Box PVI) were performed.
Methods
We enrolled 345 consecutive patients with various severities of AF undergoing a Box PVI and defined the
procedure endpoint as complete bidirectional block with no dormant “entrance and exit” conduction of all
PVs and the LAPW using HFS and ATP.
Results
Dormant ”exit” conduction of the PVs with HFS delivered at the PV carina following an ATP injection
remained in 0.9% after additional applications, and that for the LAPW was provoked in 5.5%, which remained
in 1.4%. Our definition of a complete bidirectional Box PVI was satisfied in 79.7% and showed the best
clinical outcome. In the non-paroxysmal AF group, there were significant differences in the recurrence
rates between the groups with and without a complete LAPW isolation, however, the clinical outcome was
independent of a complete LAPW isolation in the paroxysmal AF group.
Conclusion
HFS delivered at the PV carina and LAPW following a Box PVI could clearly elucidate true exit block, and
a concomitant ATP injection could define dormant “exit” conduction, suggesting incomplete lesions that
had been missed.
<Keywords>
Dormant conduction, Adenosine triphosphate, Bidirectional block, Exit block, Box isolation, Pulmonary
vein isolation
Introduction:
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Pulmonary vein (PV) isolation (PVI) is a corner stone of atrial fibrillation (AF) treatment.1 Recently, a
wider PVI has been reported to obtain a better recurrence rate even in patients with paroxysmal AF,2,3 and
a PVI including the posterior wall of the left atrium (LA) (LAPW), i.e., a box shaped PVI (Box PVI), has
also been proposed as a good option for the various types of AF ablation.4
The injection of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is reported to be another option for a better outcome of
checking the durability of lesions, by provoking dormant conduction leading to reconnections of the isolation lines and then recurrence of AF.5,6 However, dormant conduction elicited under conventional methods
is evaluated only regarding the entrance conduction based on the reappearance of PV electrograms, i.e.,
dormant “entrance” conduction of the PVs.
Since part of the background of the PVI has been based upon the blockade of abnormal PV firing to the
LA,7,8 it would be important to confirm not only entrance block but also exit block as well with the ATP
administration. In this study, we investigated the exit conduction using high frequency stimulation (HFS),
and moreover, we evaluated whether dormant ”exit” conduction remained on the LAPW in addition to
the PVs in patients that underwent a Box PVI in which complete bidirectional block was conventionally
confirmed including no dormant “entrance” conduction.
Methods:
Study population
Three hundred forty-five consecutive patients with symptomatic drug-refractory paroxysmal, persistent, and
long-standing (LS) persistent AF were enrolled in this retrospective cohort study who were referred to our
institution for an initial catheter ablation. We defined paroxysmal AF as that terminating spontaneously
and lasting for less than 1 week, persistent AF as that lasting for more than 1 week but less than 1 year,
and LS persistent AF as that lasting for longer than 1 year. Written informed consent was obtained from
all patients. The institutional review board approved the study protocol, and all patients provided written
informed consent for the procedure.
Study protocol
Ablation procedure
The procedures were performed at least 1 month after the withdrawal of all antiarrhythmic drugs. Amiodarone was not prescribed in any patients. Multidetector computed tomography was performed prior to the
procedure to evaluate the anatomical variations in the LA and PVs in each patient. All the procedures were
performed under deep sedation with dexmedetomidine, propofol, and buprenorphine, and with esophageal
temperature and direct blood pressure monitoring. The activated clotting time was kept at approximately
300 seconds all through the procedure. An irrigation catheter with a contact force sensor through a deflectable sheath in combination with a 3D mapping system (CARTO, Biosense-Webster, Diamond Bar, CA)
with the use of at least one circular catheter or PentaRay catheter was used in all patients. We delivered
radiofrequency (RF) energy at 30 to 40 Watts on the anterior and roof regions and 20 to 30 Watts on the
posterior region of the PVs while measuring the contact force (CF) kept between 5 and 20 g for all RF
applications. After a standard transseptal puncture, RF energy was applied to the anterior portion of each
PV along with the LA roof and bottom regions for a box shaped encircling of all PVs and an LAPW isolation
(Box PVI) in all patients. If the electrograms of any PVs or the LAPW remained after creating one circular
line, we tried to apply additional RF energy to the gaps on the isolation line or inside the box until they
were eliminated.
Feasibility study of using HFS to confirm exit block for a Box PVI
First of all, in order to elucidate the feasibility of the HFS for verifying exit block, we examined the response
to delivering HFS at 20 Hz, with an amplitude of 20 V, and a pulse width of 10 ms, which was the maximum
power of the electrical stimulator (SEC-5104, Nihon Kohden, Tokyo, Japan), on the LAPW or inside of the
PVs during sinus rhythm (SR) before the ablation while monitoring the CF (Figure 1). The atrial rhythm
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became irregular during the HFS delivery at all sites in the atrium even with only 1 g of CF in all cases,
and we defined that as an ”HFS (+)” response (Figure 1A). On the other hand, HFS delivered for more
than 5 seconds with more than 5 g of CF disrupted the atrial rhythm and provoked AF after ceasing the
HFS in all cases, and we defined that as an ”HFS (++)” response (Figure 1B). Thus, no cases remained in
SR during the HFS delivery before the ablation, which we defined as an ”HFS (-)” response. According to
the above findings that the HFS delivery could activate the atrial myocardium with a minimum CF in all
cases, we thought the HFS would be feasible for evaluating the local conductivity i.e., exit block, and we
then examined the completion of the PVI and Box PVI as follows after confirming entrance block with the
disappearance of all PV and LAPW electrograms.
Protocol to confirm the completion of the bidirectional isolation of the PVs and LAPW
First of all, we confirmed the disappearance of the electrograms from each PV and the LAPW inside of the
encircling line independently using a circular catheter with 20 electrodes or a PentaRay catheter, i.e., entrance
block after delineating the single encircling line around all PVs and the LAPW. We applied additional RF
energy to the gap or inside the box area if any electrograms remained. Then we restored the rhythm to SR
using cardioversion if the rhythm was not already restored to SR after creating the box lesion in order to
check the exit block based upon the regularity of the atrial rhythm.
We defined complete exit block of the ipsilateral PVs as the absence of carina conduction,9,10 so we delivered
HFS separately on both sides of the carinas and then at the center of the LAPW for more than 7 seconds
with more than a 10 g CF in order to confirm whether or not the HFS could affect the atrial rhythm, i.e.,
to confirm whether exit block of each the PVI and the box lesion was completed. If the atrial rhythm was
affected during the HFS delivery, with exit conduction still remaining (HFS (+)/(++)), we added RF energy
to the gaps to eliminate the exit conduction to accomplish bidirectional conduction block. Then, after waiting
for more than 20 min after the completion of the bidirectional block, we injected 40 mg of ATP to check
whether or not the PV electrograms would appear again, to confirm whether dormant “entrance” conduction
of the PV could be provoked. If no dormant ”entrance” conduction appeared, we then delivered the HFS
with a CF of more than 10 g at the center of the LAPW for more than 3 seconds just when atrio-ventricular
(AV) block was provoked during the ATP injection in order to examine whether the atrial rhythm could be
affected by the HFS, to confirm whether dormant “exit” conduction of the box area could be provoked. We
defined the endpoint of the procedure as complete bidirectional block with no dormant “entrance or exit”
conduction of all PVs and the LAPW, and then we applied additional RF energy, if necessary, to any gaps
to eliminate both the dormant “entrance” and “exit” conduction. After that, we finally delivered the HFS
with a CF of more than 10 g on both carinas for more than 3 seconds during an ATP injection in order to
examine whether dormant “exit” conduction of the PV could also be provoked in cases with dormant “exit”
conduction of the LAPW.
Patient follow-up
After the Box PVI procedure, all patients received clinical follow-up at 2 weeks, 1, 3, 6, and 12 months, and
at least once a year to check their 12-lead ECG and any symptoms. Antiarrhythmic drugs were continued
for the first 3 months after the procedure in some patients with persistent or LS persistent AF and then
ceased in all patients after the procedures. A 24-hour Holter monitoring was performed at least 3 times after
3 months and within 12 months in all patients, and an ambulatory ECG recorder (HCG-801, Omron, Kyoto,
Japan) was used if the patients felt any unidentified palpitations in order to check if any tachyarrhythmias
could be documented. We defined an arrhythmia recurrence in the patients if any atrial tachyarrhythmias
lasting more than 30 seconds could be documented.
Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables are expressed as the mean±SD or median with the first quartile to third quartile [Q1–
Q3]. We analyzed the parametric data using a Student’s t-test and a Wilcoxon analysis and Kruskal-Wallis
analysis for the nonparametric data. A Chi-squared analysis was used for the categorical variables. The
event-free rates were calculated using the Kaplan-Meier survival method, and log-rank statistics were used
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for comparisons between groups. Data Analyses were performed using JMP version 14.2.0 software (SAS
Institute, Cary, NC). A p<0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results
Baseline Characteristics
The baseline characteristics of each subgroup of patients are listed in Table 1. They included 249 men and
96 women with a mean age of 66.2±10.2 years. The median follow-up period was 558.0 [287.0-870.5] days.
There were some demographic differences among each subgroup.
Response to HFS delivered at the PV carinas and LAPW
All PV and LAPV electrograms were eliminated in all cases, i.e., we could confirm the conventional entrance
block in all cases after creating circular lines to encircle each PV antrum and LAPW and additional RF
applications to the gaps or residual electrograms inside the box lesion. Upon applying the HFS to each carina,
most of the atrial rhythms were not affected and SR continued with an HFS (-) response (Figure 2A), which
meant conventional exit block of the PVs was completed. However, in 15 cases (4.3%) the rhythms were
affected resulting in an irregular rhythm during the HFS, i.e., an HFS (+) response, even after additional
RF deliveries to the gaps or posterior antrum inside the box in cases it was necessary, however, no cases
developed AF, and thus, no cases had an HFS (++) response. Some of the atrial rhythms were affected
by the HFS inside the isolated lines where automatic firing was observed (Figure 2B). Furthermore, some
others exhibited PV entrance reconnections following the HFS delivery as if the HFS had provoked dormant
conduction (not shown). On applying the HFS to the LAPW after creating a single circular line, 106 cases
(30.7%) exhibited an HFS (+) response, and additional RF deliveries inside the box changed the HFS (+)
to an HFS (-) response in 43 of those cases (40.6%). No cases with an HFS (+) response at any PV carina
exhibited an HFS (-) response on the LAPW.
More than 20 minutes after the above examinations of the HFS, 59 cases (17.1%) exhibited dormant “entrance” conduction provoked by ATP or a very early recurrence of PV electrograms. All of the cases with
positive dormant “entrance” PV conduction exhibited positive responses to the HFS on the LAPW, and the
dormant ”exit” conduction remained at the PV carina in 3 cases (0.9%) after additional RF applications.
We evaluated the LAPW reconnections by means of the existence of dormant ”exit” conduction (Figure 3A,
B). Dormant ”exit” conduction on the LAPW was provoked in 19 (5.5%) cases, and we could abolish it in
14 cases (73.7%) out of those cases after additional RF applications.
Both dormant “entrance” PV conduction and dormant “exit” LAPW conduction were negative in 275
(79.7%) cases, and the bidirectional Box PVI could be completed. There was no significant difference in the
procedural result rates among the subgroups classified by the AF severity, and we encountered no procedure
related complications (Figure 4, and Table 2).
Clinical outcome following the Box PVI confirmed by HFS
The AF recurrence-free rate differed among the groups classified based upon the HFS response and AF
severity. The cases in which the Box PVI was completed had a similar recurrence rate independent of their
AF severity (Figure 5A). However, cases in which the PVI was completed only in the persistent AF and LS
persistent AF groups, which were the cases without a complete LAPW isolation, tended to have a worse
prognosis than those in the paroxysmal AF group (Figure 5B).
In order to compare the clinical outcome according to the AF severity, we combined the persistent AF and
LS persistent AF groups to define the non-paroxysmal AF group. In the non-paroxysmal AF group, the best
clinical outcome was obtained in patients with a complete bidirectional Box PVI, and there were significant
differences between the groups with and without a complete LAPW isolation (log-rank test, P=0.0240)
(Figure 5C). On the other hand, in the paroxysmal AF group, there were no significant differences between
the groups with and without a complete LAPW isolation (Figure 5D).
Discussion
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A durable PVI, which is important to obtain a better outcome of AF ablation, could be confirmed by both
entrance and exit block, exhibiting bidirectional conduction block between the PVs and LA, was defined by
the disappearance of the PV electrograms and the loss of atrial capture with PV stimulation.8,11 Since the PVI
has been partially based on the blockade of abnormal PV firing to the LA, it would be important to confirm
not only the entrance block but also the exit block. 8,11 However, the recent guidelines indicate entrance
block as the primary endpoint for class I and exit block for class IIb with a lower evidence level.8 Furthermore,
dormant conduction using an ATP injection to predict insufficient lesions can be evaluated based on only
unidirectional entrance conduction,5,6 and has hardly been performed for the exit conduction.12
Recently, a wider PVI such as a Box PVI has been proposed as a good option for AF ablation, especially of
non-paroxysmal AF.4,13 Some of those cases have a large LA with tiny PV potentials. The disappearance of
the local electrograms could be required for the confirmation of entrance block, however, it might be difficult
to evaluate the local potentials of the PVs and LAPW if they are too tiny. Furthermore, when under an
ATP injection, in some cases the dormant “entrance” conduction could also be missed, and moreover, some
local electrograms from the LAPW could be tinier and hardly recordable in a large LA as compared to the
PV electrograms, so it might be far more difficult to evaluate dormant “entrance” conduction on the LAPW
in patients undergoing a Box PVI.
In this study, we delivered the HFS to examine the exit conduction after confirming conventional entrance
block of the PVI, and then evaluated the dormant “exit” conduction of the LAPW following the Box
PVI on an ATP administration using HFS as well. Since the HFS of the heart is well known to provoke
fibrillation,14-16 and our feasibility study also demonstrated that HFS in the LA with a trivial CF affected
the SR, we did not need to confirm local capture when evaluating the exit block using HFS, which also
enabled evaluating dormant “exit” conduction on an ATP administration and assured durable lesions with
bidirectional complete block of the very tiny potential areas such as the LAPW in LS persistent AF cases.
Furthermore, the HFS on the carinas and LAPW using the ablation catheter could hardly capture tissue other
than the encircling lesion, which would prevent far-field capture and pseudo-exit conduction.17,18 Further,
dormant ”exit” conduction other than dormant ”entrance” conduction might be detected in spite of the
potential presence of a source-sink mismatch.19 Moreover, some cases, who had non-conducted automatic
firing from the PVs after the PVI that meant complete exit block,7,8 demonstrated an HFS (+) response,
i.e., incomplete exit block (Figure 2B).
According to our results with the use of HFS, the best clinical outcome was obtained in the group in which a
complete bidirectional Box PVI was confirmed, and there was a significant difference in the non-paroxysmal
AF group between those with and without bidirectional block of the LAPW, which was reasonably compatible
with the previous reports.17 We encountered a different kind of atrial response to the HFS depending on the
CF where there were no isolation lines before the ablation, namely, HFS (+) and HFS (++) responses, in the
feasibility study. On the other hand, no cases had an HFS (++) response with an ordinary CF but some did
have an HFS (+) response after an ablation with entrance block. There should be some difference between an
HFS (++) and HFS (+) response, however, both of them suggest incomplete block, and we think that HFS
is a feasible tool for examining the conductivity of the isolation line for AF ablation. Unfortunately, HFS
could not give us any hint of where to additionally ablate, however, that suggested there could be incomplete
lesions anywhere.
Limitations
There were some limitations. First, we delivered the HFS for 3 seconds to check for dormant “exit” conduction
soon after the AV block was provoked after confirming no dormant ”entrance” conduction with the ATP
injection. It could be possible that the dormant ”entrance” conduction could have also occurred after the AVB
during the HFS delivery, which meant that it might not have been sufficient to consider that only dormant
”exit” conduction had occurred. However, we injected ATP to examine the dormant conduction more than
20 minutes after the final RF application, which suggested the potential discrepancy in the response between
the entrance and exit might have been very small. All of the cases with dormant ”entrance” conduction were
revealed to have dormant ”exit” conduction, but all of those cases with dormant ”exit” conduction did not
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have dormant ”entrance” conduction. We thought that dormant ”exit” conduction provoked during an ATP
injection with HFS would suggest specific unrevealed insufficient lesions. Moreover, it might be too short a
duration to evaluate the dormant “exit” conduction by means of an HFS delivery for just 3 seconds. However,
a longer HFS duration would delay the backup pacing, which is required in order to avoid prolonged AV
block. A longer HFS delivery could induce more dormant “exit” conduction, or we might have missed latent
cases with dormant “exit” conduction.
Second, to avoid the phrenic nerve, right atrium, and ventricular capture, we delivered the HFS on the
posterior side rather than the anterior side of the carinas to evaluate the exit block. Therefore, we could
have underestimated the complete exit block especially on the anterior side of the Box PVI.
Finally, it would be better to determine the clinical significance of the dormant ”exit” conduction regarding
the freedom from AF recurrence. However, we intended to abolish the dormant ”exit” conduction, so that
the cases with the dormant ”exit” conduction received further RF applications. From an ethical point of
view, we could not compare the prognosis of the cases with and without ”pure” dormant ”exit” conduction.
Furthermore, it would not be adequate for a strict evaluation of the recurrence rate to use 24-hour Holter
ECG and ambulatory ECG monitoring. However, we finally classified the cases into 2 groups based upon
our results and obtained a reasonable outcome. We thought our methods were appropriate.
Conclusion
HFS delivered at the PV carina and LAPW following a Box PVI could clearly elucidate true exit block, and
a concomitant ATP injection could define the dormant “exit” conduction, suggesting incomplete lesions that
had been missed. HFS may provide new insight for confirming exit conduction that had been underestimated
until now.
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Figure legends
Figure 1:
Intracardiac tracings recorded during high frequency stimulation (HFS) on the left atrial posterior wall
(LAPW) during sinus rhythm (SR) before the ablation with a contact force (CF) of 1-2 g (A) and 9 g (B).
A: The atrial rhythm became irregular during the HFS, and we defined that as an HFS (+) response. B:
The HFS disrupted the atrial rhythm provoking AF after cessation of the HFS, and we defined that as an
HFS (++) response. The tracings are surface ECG leads I, aVF, V1, V5, and the intracardiac electrograms
recorded by the distal to proximal electrodes of a high right atrial (HRAd-p) catheter, distal to proximal
electrograms recorded by a circular catheter within the pulmonary vein (PVd-p), distal, proximal, and
unipolar electrograms recorded by an ablation catheter (ABLd, ABLp, and ABLu) on the LAPW, distal to
proximal coronary sinus catheter (CSd-p) electrograms, and the blood pressure.
Figure 2:
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Intracardiac tracings recorded during HFS on the LAPW during SR after a complete box pulmonary vein
isolation (Box PVI) (A) and incomplete Box PVI (B). A: Bump artifact of the catheter on the LAPW
(asterisks) that preceded the PV electrograms did not conduct to the atrium, which certified that the
catheter was in contact with the LAPW, and the atrial rhythm was not affected during or after the HFS.
We defined this tracing manner as an HFS (-) response. B: The atrial rhythm was affected during the HFS,
however, a preceding non-conducted automatic firing was observed, which was an HFS (+) response. The
order of the tracings and abbreviations are the same as in Figure 1.
Figure 3:
Intracardiac tracings recorded during HFS on the LAPW in SR while provoking atrio-ventricular block by
an adenosine triphosphate administration after a Box PVI in cases that underwent a complete Box PVI (A)
and incomplete Box PVI (B). A: The atrial rhythm was not affected by the HFS, which was an HFS (-)
response. Note that the bump artifact of the catheter on the LAPW was similar to that in Figure 2A, which
certified that the catheter was in contact with the LAPW. B: The atrial rhythm was affected by the HFS,
which was an HFS (+) response. However, automatic firing before and after the HFS was observed. The
order of the tracings and abbreviations are the same as in Figures 1 and 2.
Figure 4: Flowchart of the procedure.
Conventional entrance block of the box lesion was obtained in all study subjects, however, HFS and a
concomitant adenosine triphosphate (ATP) injection could elicit incomplete lesions in some cases. See the
text and Table 2 for the details. The abbreviations are the same as in Figures 1, 2, and 3. LAPWI, left atrial
posterior wall isolation; RF, radiofrequency.
Figure 5:
Kaplan-Meier curves of the comparison of the freedom from atrial fibrillation (AF) after a box pulmonary
vein isolation (Box PVI) among the different severities of AF in patients that underwent a complete Box
PVI (A), those that underwent a complete PVI without a complete left atrial posterior wall isolation (B),
between a complete Box PVI and incomplete Box PVI in patients with non-paroxysmal AF (C), and those
with paroxysmal AF (D). The abbreviations are the same as in Figures 1, 2, and 3. LS, long-standing.
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HFS on both carinas and the LAPW

Repeat if remaining
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HFS(-) on the carinas but
HFS(+) on the LAPW remains
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HFS(+) on the carinas remains
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bidirectional PVI

ATP 40mg iv and following HFS on the LAPW to provoke dormancy
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Dormant “exit” conduction
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